Introduction.
Throughout this note all groups are abelian. The notation is that of [2] . If G is a torsion free group and 77 is a subgroup of G, we shall use the symbol 77* to denote the minimal pure subgroup of G containing 77. Also, the symbols XI and + wu*l De used for direct sums; whereas the subgroup of a group G generated by its subsets 5 and T will be denoted by {S, T}.
In answer to a question of Nunke, Chase [l] proved incorrectly the following theorem and its immediate corollary.
Theorem (Chase) . Let G be a torsion free group, and let F0 and Fi be pure free subgroups of G of rank a and /3 respectively where a </3 and /3 is infinite. Then there exists a pure free subgroup F of G such that Fo is a direct summand of F and rank iF) =fi.
Corollary (Chase) . If X0 and Xi are maximal pure independent subsets of a torsion free group G, one of which is infinite, then both have equal cardinality.
In fact, these results are false as stated. We shall demonstrate this by exhibiting a counterexample to the corollary. Chase's proof is correct when a and /3 are both infinite, but there is a flaw when a is finite and j8 is infinite. We construct a countable torsion free group G with maximal pure independent subsets X0 and Xi such that | X0| =1 and I Xi I = No-Letting F0 and Fi be the pure free subgroups generated by Xo and Xt respectively, we immediately observe that Chase's theorem and corollary do not hold for G. Finally, we remark that a careful study of Chase's proof yields that counterexamples to the theorem can occur only when a is finite and /3 is at most countable.
Counterexample.
We form the direct sum A=Q+D where Q denotes the rational numbers and D is the minimal divisible group containing a free group F of rank N0. subset of G. We establish that Ao is a maximal pure independent subset of G by showing that {y, g} * is not free for any gEG which is independent from y. Let gEG be such that g and y are independent.
Since A/( [y} + F) is torsion, there is a nonzero integer n and an integer m such that ng = my+/ where /£ F. The independence of y and g implies that /f^O. Therefore ng -my=/E{y, g}*-For some positive integers u and v, we have that ubv-/. Therefore bv must be an element of {y, g}*. Since y+bvE{y, g}* and since (y, g}* is a pure subgroup of G, then p;k(y+bv)E{y, g}* for fe = l, 2, • • • . Thus {y, g}* cannot be free.
